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                       Records Down for the Count! 

 

Congrats to our 15-18 & 9-10 VIPs, and Good Luck to those who’ll try to take them Down for the Count. Depicted 
here are the reigning record-holders, and they’ll both withstand the test of time/s! Quick overview: MOC admin 
pulled off yet another Megawatt weekend of amped-up organized chaos. Like clockwork, a speedy and efficient 
succession of intros, beeps, announcements and records -- all with flawless and fluid consistency -- kept 53 regional 
teams bustling. This year’s Mega-memorable meet, held at the Roseville Aquatics Center, drew 47 of 54 qualified 
GR contenders. And those Megastar efforts paid off handsomely in this finger-snapping organized chaos. Records + 
relays + finalists + high-points + PBs = one records-spinning Stingrays spectacle. While competing in the Large 
Team Division, after constant rotation on the spindle at 78 rpm, the Megaphone blared that our relentless, 
scurrying athletes brought home Second Place! Scores for the top five teams: Elk Grove 2124.5, Gold River 1820, 
Johnson Ranch 993.5, Broadstone 979.5 and Davis 774.5. Nothing we can do about the 78 EG Piranhas. Look what 
we did with the others, bringing them down for the count.    
 

 

Returning now to our primetime records programming, Hoots & Hollers to the 
following Stingrays speedsters who left team broken vinyl in the pool: 15-18 Jordan 
Waite-Kerns, 100 back, 1:04.19; 13-14s Max Leisten, 50 free, 22.36; 50 fly, 23.98; 
100 IM, 56.30; and Caleb Lynch, 50 breast, 28.69. As for the remarkable relays, 
striking gold in the 100 Mega-medley relay [1:02.13] and striking oil in the 100 free 
relay [53.68] were 9-10 participants Luca Bortoletto, Brady Calkins, Matthew Choi, 
Brayden Haymart and Luke Kronbetter.  
 

Before concentrating on the big kids, four 6&U teammates swam their hearts out … in individual events and coed 
relays. Give it up for ♥♥♥♥ Megastars Olivia Arno, Kendall Gonzalez, Audrey Stanbach and Evan Viele. Moving to 
the 7-8s, [excepting these boys] every single age group fielded relays. Many thanks to all families that stayed with 
us to ensure foursome formation … oftentimes not possible & this year filled to the gills. Once again in the Tower of 
Records department, as duly noted above, our 9-10 boys took their Mega-talented field down for the count. Also first 
to the wall in the 200 moving medley and 200 flying free were five 11-12s who raced in one or both: Lexi Haymart, 
Ava Ippoloti, Morgan Jones, Jenna Pimenta and Kaeli Savorn. Lap for lap, there were two first-places for 13-14s 
Henry Adamson, Max Leisten, Caleb Lynch and Landon Marks and two second-places for our 11-12 & 15-18 boys.         
 
 
 
 
 

 

Goals Hanging on Your Tents? Welcome to Finals! 
 
 

 

 

Stingrays Megastar Days   

Jason Feldkamp 
 

100 IM - 51.37 
 

100 back - 52.18 
 

100 free - 45.35 
 

100 breast - 57.86 
 

50 fly - 22.62 
 

 

Brady Calkins 
 
100 IM - 1:05.55 
 
25 free - 12.33 
 
25 back - 14.52 
 
50 free - 26.65 
 
25 breast - 15.87 
 
25 fly - 12.99 
 
 
 
 
  
    
 
 
 

 
 



As nonstop Records changed ownership, Finalists claimed lane ownership!  
 

Mega-Success! 47 swimmers &  43 finalists! Multiple Stingrays in 
multiple events in multiple lanes. MOC organized chaos at its Personal 
Best. Hurry: Cheer one & all, video, photo, split split-taking … 
worth every split second. Full-on hubbub. The following even dozen 
final’ed in every event: Brady Calkins, Marc D’Mello, Jason 
Feldkamp, Lexi Haymart, Ava Ippoliti, Max Leisten, Mia Leisten, 
Caleb Lynch, Landon Marks, Hayden Newman & Jordan Waite-
Kearns. Only one race short were Henry Adamson, Grace Hussey 
& Jeff Pimenta. Congrats for setting your goal to compete in MOC, 
securing your finalist lane and  seizing your chance. It’s the way of 
the pool and the way of the world. Results: In first place, sheer 
happiness and satisfaction. In second, points and more points.  

 
 
 

To that end, “From the Gold River Stingrays …” High-Point honors to 9-10 Brady Calkins 
[first], 11-12s Lexi Haymart [first] and Hayden Newman [second], 13-14s Max Leisten [second] 
and Caleb Lynch [third], and 15-18s Mia Leisten [first] and Jason Feldkamp [first]! Took some 
meaty meet Megabytes, huh?  
 

Mega-Stats: From a grand total of 182 swims, 92 PBs! The two biggest tocks off the ticker 
were achieved by Anne Cocker, 2.62 in the 100 free, and Lauren Jones, 2.98 in the 100 
IM. Shaking off more than a whole second, kudos to Andrea Choi 100 IM, Marc D’Mello 
100 back, Ryan D’Mello 50 fly, Ava Ippoliti 50 back, Lauren Jones 100 free, Scarlett 
Kaeser 25 fly, Hayden Newman 100 free, Jeff Pimenta 100 IM, Kaeli Savorn 100 free, 
Everett Stanbach 25 breast, Ana Twining 100 IM, Evan Viele 25 free, Jaellian Waite-
Kerns 100 IM and Jordan Waite-Kerns 100 breast. Four Stingrays PB’ed in all events. 
Digging a bit deeper, those who chalked up three or more were Henry Adamson, Brady 
Calkins, Andrea Choi, Anne Cocker, Marc D’Mello, Jason Feldkamp, Lexi Haymart, 
Lauren Jones, Max Leisten, Caleb Lynch, Landon Marks, Hayden Newman, Jenna 
Pimenta, Jenna Pimenta, Everett Stanbach and Jordan Waite-Kearns. Mega-Power!   

 
The Sanders Family, which founded the MOC and established a scholarship program for our 
grads, annually requests letters of recommendation. Trevor, Summer’s brother, and his wife 
Jenni painstakingly read them and deliberate the deserving recipients. This year both Jason 
Feldkamp and Jeffrey Pimenta were rewarded with $500 scholarships for their past 
accomplishments and brightly shining futures. What Mega-Models for our Up & Comers!   
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Because It Takes a Village, we must avail ourselves of this last opportunity to thank our tribal elders for 
spearheading this Mega-Memory-Making year: Coaches Jeff, Stephanie, Katie, Sam, Mia and Jason and Board 
Members Kathleen Calkins, Shane Calkins, Sandy Pimenta, Shasheen Garrison, Chris Parod and Tamara Bish. 
Other leaders embraced their positions, parental volunteers stepped up, and it all equated to communal joy!     
 
To the general club membership, please accept our appreciation for your 
support of the Stingrays. Success begets success, and we’re surrounded 
by it. It’s inspiring that you provide us with your ultimate stamp 
of approval!              
       
  



 
 
 

 
 

STAS Start Date: August 28! Our year- round program, Spare Time Aquatics Sharks, 
is open for registration. The process is easier than ever … for a season sure to be 
more fun than ever. Simply log on to our Home page for registration and payment, hit 
the tabs for meet and practice schedules, and feel free to contact a member of our 
coaching staff or board of directors for any further information. For those athletes 
who participate in multiple sports, this year we’re pleased to provide you with an 
option so that you can experience the best of both worlds: continue with swim 
training and competition and take part in whatever other activity you choose. A 
maximum of two days per week is available at a discounted rate. If you wish to 
solely Hang as a Stingray, this new opportunity for others does give you the 
advantages of increased coaching, lane spacing, and Spring [-board] readiness! See 
you poolside! 
 
        

Summer’s out; school’s in. Time to start Goal-Setting again! 


